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REVIEW RETURNED 23-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have written about an understudied topic: a network 
meta-analysis in the anxiety disorders treatment. There are few data 
on this topic and therefore this topic is interesting for future 
publication. Considering the paucity of objective studies and the 
recent controversies on this issue in some countries, the paper 
provides important information from from evidence based medicine 
that could be considered a bridge between real practice (treatment) 
and international guidelines. The purpose of the research is well 
defined and I'm sure the objectives will be met. Generally the paper 
has medium-high issues with the standard of writing. However, in 
the current form presented, it requires a major revision before 
consideration for publication.  
The manuscript could be strengthened by attending to the following 
matters:  
 
Title: I would suggest to add the word 'acute' : 'acute treatment of 
anxiety disorder' (e.g. Comparative Efficacy and Acceptability of 
Psychotherapies for Acute Anxiety Disorders in Children and 
Adolescents: Study Protocol for a Network Meta-Analysis)  
Keywords: I would suggest to add the word 'guidelines', which is 
very important for future citation and MEDLINE searching. Also 
please put children and adolescents together (e.g. children and 
adolescents). Please modify.  
With the use of the following keywords (anxiety AND child AND 
adolescent AND psychotherapy AND meta-analysis) in MEDLINE 
you get 46 outcomes. If you ad dan extra word 'guidelines' you get 
ONLY 3 outcomes, which is very good.  
From these keywords it is clear that this research adds an additional 
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data on this important topic.  
ABSTRACT (Page 2/21)  
Introduction  
The description of the main aim of this research is missing and 
therefore the third sentence should be reworded. I would suggest: 
Consequently, the main aim of this research was to investigate 
comparative efficacy and acceptability …  
Methods and analysis  
For the evidence level it is very importnat which trials (type) are 
included. Only randomized controlled trials are included? Please 
clarify more in detail (e.g. only double blind or also single blind or 
even open label randomized controlled trials).  
Please specify and clarify the main (primary) effect size in this meta-
analysis in the abstract (one of the most important part of this 
paper). Probably the use of standardized mean difference (SMD) is 
the best option. In the abstract the authors said that the mean 
overall change in anxiety symptoms will be used as primary 
outcome. What you mean under mean overall change? Only x1-x2? 
Or You mean x1-x2/pooled s (SMD)?  
I suggest to the authors to write: Drug acceptability was calculated 
based on the odds ratio (OR), while efficacy was calculated based 
on the standardized mean difference (SMD).  
Strengths and limitations of this study  
No comments  
BACKGROUND  
Page 4/21. Line number 7: (6-12 years ), Please remove space after 
years.  
Page 4/21. Line number 43: Psychotherapy is usually a first option. I 
agree with that, however it is not available in all countries and 
therefore the authors can add: 'preferred as first-line therapy, it it is 
available'.  
Page 5/21. The first sentence in this page should be reworded 
acording to the following reference: J Clin Child Adolesc Psychol. 
2015 Jun 18:1-23.  
Page 5/21. Line number 34: ' but one previous study showed'. What 
type of study? Double-blind? It is again very important for the 
evidence level.  
Page 5/21. Lines number 53-54: Why are scarce? I think that this 
sentence should be reworded: There is almost no evidence about 
effect size in these patients, because of a lack of RCTs trials....  
Page 5/21. Lines number 56: I think there is a mistake ... There is no 
evidence about these researches in the field of the treatment of 
anxiety disorders, because 'face-to-face' trials are missing. It is one 
of the main reason why we do not have these trials. Until we do not 
have 'face-to-face' trials we cannot conduct a network meta-
analysis. Please clarify the main problem and after the main aim for 
this research.  
Page 6/21. Lines number 19-24: Please describe the main aim of 
this research. I would suggest the following sentence: Because of 
lack of practical informations and evidence for anxiety disorders 
treatment in child and adolescents we urgently need outcomes from 
well-designed meta-analyses and especially from the network meta-
analyses. Therefore the main aim of this research was to compare 
.....  
Despite some limitations, these findings will have several clinical 
implications. It’s also possible to calculate the number of wasted 
treatments from SMD and NNT number (please see the following 
reference: P T. 2009;34:678–94.) These results have very important 
evidence findings and the newest guidelines are usually refreshed 
by these results. Please add these comments in the introduction of 
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the manuscript (important for the clinical readers).  
METHODS  
Criteria for included studies  
Types of studies  
Why cluster trials were included? Was duration of the trials limited 
(e.g. 4-6 weeks)? Please clarify and explain the consequences after 
in the discussion.  
What is about the minimum number of patients; e.g. n = less than 
10. Please clarify (it is very important for final effect sizes and the 
confidence intervals).  
Types of participants  
Why comorbid disorders were included? It is known that for example 
that some drugs (e.g. bupropion) are effective for GAD and ADHD.  
Were laboratory trials included (often they are excluded; e.g. meta-
analysis in ADHD)?  
Types of interventions  
No comments  
Types of outcome measures  
Usually we have the brief data from scales' differences between 
finish and start of the trials. However in some trials we have only 
number of participants to finish these trials successfully according to 
the defined outcomes (e.g. in ADHD 30 reduction in ADHD-RS). 
How the authors will convert different outcomes to appropriate 
numbers? Please make comments on this question.  
Different outcomes can be a source of pharmaceutical marketing 
bias (e.g. favourite research for some companies). With careful 
considerations before research the authors can reduce these type of 
bias.  
If the authors will include the 3 different results from the same trials, 
'trials bias' should be calculated and discussed in the discussion 
(e.g. placebo patients are the same in all 3 different results).  
If two different scales were used in the same trial, which scale the 
authors will use in the network meta-analysis. Please specify.  
Page 9/21. Lines number 9-16: Treatment acceptability.  
Please clarify the secondary outcome in this meta-analysis 
(acceptability). The authors said 'the proportion of patients who 
discontinued treatment up to the post intervention time point' was 
used for acceptability in this paper. There is no clear if the authors 
mean until the end of the study or the number of patients at the 
beginning of the study. Usually the second option is chosen (see 
and mybe cite the following paper: J Affect Disord. 2015 Jun 
1;178:149-59).  
Page 9/21. Lines number 16-17: Treatment acceptability.  
In this part of the manuscript the authors said 'that but clinicians 
might intuitively associate the word acceptability more with 
tolerability than with efficacy'. This is true, however treatment 
acceptability is usually even more connected with treatment efficacy 
than tolerability (please see the meta-analysis published in The 
Lancet: Lancet. 2013 Sep 14;382(9896):951-62.) Consequently the 
authors can add an extra sentence according to this paper. The 
another example is bupropione in ADHD treatment in child and 
adolescents where the treatment acceptability is very low, because 
very low efficacy (SMD=0,3; NNT= more than 10; J Affect Disord. 
2015 Jun 1;178:149-59). This is very important aim for this meta-
analysis (second aim) 'to show clinicians connection between 
acceptability and efficacy in the treatment of anxiety disorders, 
because often wrong interpretation in clinical practice'...  
 
Studies where it was not clear what happened to the patients who 
withdrew from the study were also excluded? Please clarify this 
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important issue and add an additional text to the manuscript.  
Search strategy  
Did the authors make searching of the meta-analyses from this 
topic? Please make comments on this topic and add the possible 
relative references. Usually this is very useful tool, because the 
researchers can make an upgrade on previous research (e.g. new 
research as an upgrade on old results). This is very important in the 
field of the network meta-analysis, because the new trials are now 
available.  
Study selection and data extraction  
Selection of trials  
OK. Please use the flow chart form to present appropriate searching 
strategy.  
Risk of bias and Quality assessment  
OK. Eggert's plot is another option.  
Data extraction  
I suggest that Table form will be used to show the main trials' 
characteristics in this meta-analysis.  
Statistical analysis  
No comments  
References  
Please check the references again. There are some mistakes (e.g. 
reference N8# 2007;48:1174–83, reference N10# 1994;62:100–10, 
reference N31# 2000;24:251-278, reference N33# 2008;17:279-301, 
reference N49# J Clin Child Psychol 1998;27:156–67, reference 
N60# BMJ 2005;331:897–900 …). 

 

REVIEWER John Hunsley 
University of Ottawa, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors describe plans for a network meta-analysis that has the 
potential to contribute substantially to the research literature on the 
treatment of anxiety disorders in youth. They make a strong case for 
the need for a network meta-analysis and have proposed to use 
many state of the science procedures for searching the literature 
and analyzing the resulting data. The main limitation with the 
authors' planned study, as presented in the manuscript, is the 
uneven level of detail provided about many aspects of the protocol. 
Although some aspects of the search, coding, and analysis are 
described in enough detail for fully understand the researchers' 
intention, other aspects I found to be vague and, at times, confusing. 
To aid the authors in their efforts I have listed these aspects by the 
page on which they occur.  
 
Page 5. The phrase "delivery formats" is used here to describe a 
range of variations in treatment. Later in the document (page 7) the 
authors refer to this range as including "formats," "treatment 
conditions," and "modalities." I suggest that these terms be used on 
page 5.  
 
Page 7. Instead of simply considering whether to include RCTs in 
which participants had secondary diagnoses, I strongly encourage 
the authors to include such studies. With appropriate coding of this 
information and inclusion as a potential moderator variable, this 
should enhance the generalizability of their results and maximize the 
number of RCTs used in their analyses.  
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Page 7. The exclusion of RCTs using cognitive bias modification, 
modeling, and reinforced practice raises the question of what exactly 
will constitute CBT for purposes of the meta-analysis. The authors 
should define precisely how they will operationalize CBT, whether it 
includes behavior therapy, and how many "techniques" (such as 
cognitive bias modification) need to be used before the treatment 
would be judged to be CBT.  
 
Page 7. In light of the efforts to disseminate evidence-based 
techniques and treatments, I suggest the authors reconsider how 
they define treatment as usual (TAU) and how they might use it as a 
control condition. It would not be all that unusual for TAU conditions, 
in studies in the past decade, to include at least some elements of 
CBT. So, rather than being simply an "unstructured intervention" 
TAU may involve, in some cases, a number of evidence-based 
elements, especially in the treatment of anxiety disorders.  
 
Page 7. Given the usual definitions of placebos in the literature on 
psychotherapy research, the definition of "regular reviews of mental 
health symptoms and interventions" seems to me to be only partially 
capturing what most researchers view as placebo therapy 
conditions. For that reason I suggest the authors reconsider how this 
is defined and coded for the meta-analysis.  
 
Page 8. The way in which the primary and secondary outcomes are 
described gives the impression that within-group group scores, 
rather than between-groups comparisons, will be used at both post-
treatment and follow-up points. I assume that this is an error but, if it 
is not, then the authors need a fuller rationale for this in light of the 
emphasis on using RCTs and calculating SMD values.  
 
Pages 8-9. It was not clear to me how the authors will deal with 
using data from multiple measures in a single study. From the 
previous work of some of the authors I assume that an appropriate 
decision-tree will be followed, but it would be helpful to have the 
details reported in the manuscript. Relatedly, I strongly suggest that, 
in their analyses, the authors distinguish between data obtained 
from self-report, parent/teacher report, and clinician report. As the 
focus of the meta-analysis is on internalizing problems/disorders, 
there are likely to be substantial differences in reports across 
informants.  
 
Page 9. I appreciate the authors explaining their use of the term 
acceptability as it applies to discontinuation/premature termination. 
However, I would encourage them to expand their discussion a bit 
further to explicitly indicate that acceptability will be influenced by the 
views and concerns of the youth and/or their parents.  
 
Page 10. The authors provide a very thorough search strategy. To 
be consistent with the general level of detail provided, I suggest (a) 
information be provided on what journals will be included in the hand 
search of "major psychiatric and medical journals" (parenthetically, 
shouldn't this also include "major" psychology journals that publish 
treatment results?) and (b) what constitutes a "relevant author."  
 
Page 11. It would be good to report the statistic that will be used to 
calculate inter-coder reliability.  
 
As a final matter, I encourage the authors to closely edit the 
manuscript, as there are a number of grammatical and punctuation 
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errors. Relatedly, on page 4 the term efficacy should replace 
effectiveness and on page 9 the description of the CGAS and the 
SDS should be on functional improvement.  
 
I wish the authors well with their work! 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name Matej Stuhec, Pharm.D, Ph.D. 1,2  

Institution and Country 1 Department for Clinical Pharmacy, Psychiatric Hospital Ormoz, Ormoz, 

Slovenia, European Union.  

 

2 School of Pharmacy, Department of Biopharmacy and Pharmacokinetics, University of Ljubljana, 

Slovenia, European Union.  

Assistant Professor of Clinical Pharmacy  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: ‘None declared’  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

The authors have written about an understudied topic: a network meta-analysis in the anxiety 

disorders treatment. There are few data on this topic and therefore this topic is interesting for future 

publication. Considering the paucity of objective studies and the recent controversies on this issue in 

some countries, the paper provides important information from from evidence based medicine that 

could be considered a bridge between real practice (treatment) and international guidelines. The 

purpose of the research is well defined and I'm sure the objectives will be met. Generally the paper 

has medium-high issues with the standard of writing. However, in the current form presented, it 

requires a major revision before consideration for publication.  

The manuscript could be strengthened by attending to the following matters:  

 

Title: I would suggest to add the word 'acute': 'acute treatment of anxiety disorder' (e.g. Comparative 

Efficacy and Acceptability of Psychotherapies for Acute Anxiety Disorders in Children and 

Adolescents: Study Protocol for a Network Meta-Analysis)  

We have added it.  

 

Keywords: I would suggest to add the word 'guidelines', which is very important for future citation and 

MEDLINE searching. Also please put children and adolescents together (e.g. children and 

adolescents). Please modify.  

With the use of the following keywords (anxiety AND child AND adolescent AND psychotherapy AND 

meta-analysis) in MEDLINE you get 46 outcomes. If you add an extra word 'guidelines' you get ONLY 

3 outcomes, which is very good.  

From these keywords it is clear that this research adds an additional data on this important topic.  

We have revised it.  

 

ABSTRACT (Page 2/21)  

Introduction  

The description of the main aim of this research is missing and therefore the third sentence should be 

reworded. I would suggest: Consequently, the main aim of this research was to investigate 

comparative efficacy and acceptability …  

We agree. We have reworded the sentence.  

 

Methods and analysis  

For the evidence level it is very importnat which trials (type) are included. Only randomized controlled 

trials are included? Please clarify more in detail (e.g. only double blind or also single blind or even 
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open label randomized controlled trials).  

We have clarified it as ‘regardless of whether participants were blinded or not’.  

 

Please specify and clarify the main (primary) effect size in this meta-analysis in the abstract (one of 

the most important part of this paper). Probably the use of standardized mean difference (SMD) is the 

best option. In the abstract the authors said that the mean overall change in anxiety symptoms will be 

used as primary outcome. What you mean under mean overall change? Only x1-x2? Or You mean 

x1-x2/pooled s (SMD)?  

We have revised the sentence.  

 

I suggest to the authors to write: Drug acceptability was calculated based on the odds ratio (OR), 

while efficacy was calculated based on the standardized mean difference (SMD).  

We have added the sentence.  

 

Strengths and limitations of this study  

No comments  

 

BACKGROUND  

Page 4/21. Line number 7: (6-12 years ), Please remove space after years.  

Yes, we have removed it.  

 

Page 4/21. Line number 43: Psychotherapy is usually a first option. I agree with that, however it is not 

available in all countries and therefore the authors can add: 'preferred as first-line therapy, if it is 

available'.  

Yes, we have added it.  

 

Page 5/21. The first sentence in this page should be reworded acording to the following reference: J 

Clin Child Adolesc Psychol. 2015 Jun 18:1-23.  

We have revised the sentence and added the reference.  

 

Page 5/21. Line number 34: ' but one previous study showed'. What type of study? Double-blind? It is 

again very important for the evidence level.  

We have revised ‘study’ as ‘systematic review’.  

 

Page 5/21. Lines number 53-54: Why are scarce? I think that this sentence should be reworded: 

There is almost no evidence about effect size in these patients, because of a lack of RCTs trials....  

We have revised the sentence.  

 

Page 5/21. Lines number 56: I think there is a mistake ... There is no evidence about these 

researches in the field of the treatment of anxiety disorders, because 'face-to-face' trials are missing. 

It is one of the main reason why we do not have these trials. Until we do not have 'face-to-face' trials 

we cannot conduct a network meta-analysis. Please clarify the main problem and after the main aim 

for this research.  

We think this issue should be stated more clearly. There is a very small number of 'face-to-face' trials 

(direct comparisons) comparing different types and different deliveries of psychotherapies, but we are 

able to calculate effect size from indirect comparisons of psychotherapies with one another, and with 

control conditions (e.g., waitlist), using the method of network meta-analysis.  

 

Page 6/21. Lines number 19-24: Please describe the main aim of this research. I would suggest the 

following sentence: Because of lack of practical informations and evidence for anxiety disorders 

treatment in child and adolescents we urgently need outcomes from well-designed meta-analyses and 

especially from the network meta-analyses. Therefore the main aim of this research was to compare 
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.....  

We have revised the sentence.  

 

Despite some limitations, these findings will have several clinical implications. It’s also possible to 

calculate the number of wasted treatments from SMD and NNT number (please see the following 

reference: P T. 2009;34:678–94.) These results have very important evidence findings and the 

newest guidelines are usually refreshed by these results. Please add these comments in the 

introduction of the manuscript (important for the clinical readers).  

We have reviewed the paper, but we don’t know whether the method of wasted treatments could be 

used in the network meta-analysis. We hope we can learn it and use the method in the next study.  

 

METHODS  

Criteria for included studies  

Types of studies  

Why cluster trials were included? Was duration of the trials limited (e.g. 4-6 weeks)? Please clarify 

and explain the consequences after in the discussion.  

A cluster randomised controlled trial is a type of randomised controlled trial in which groups of 

subjects (as opposed to individual subjects) are randomized. We have limited the acute treatment 

duration to 6 to 20 weeks.  

 

What is about the minimum number of patients; e.g. n = less than 10. Please clarify (it is very 

important for final effect sizes and the confidence intervals).  

We have stated that we will exclude trials in which the number of participants was less than 10.  

 

Types of participants  

Why comorbid disorders were included? It is known that for example that some drugs (e.g. bupropion) 

are effective for GAD and ADHD.  

In clinical practice, patients with anxiety disorders often have other psychiatric disorders. In our 

network meta-analysis, although some interventions (e.g., CBT) are effective for anxiety disorders 

and other comorbid disorders, we only focus on outcome measures that assess anxiety symptoms. 

Next, we will conduct analyses that focus on comorbidity as a subgroup moderator.  

 

Were laboratory trials included (often they are excluded; e.g. meta-analysis in ADHD)?  

We are sorry. We don’t exactly understand what the reviewer means by “laboratory trials”, while we 

will only include the clinical randomized control trials.  

 

Types of interventions  

No comments  

 

Types of outcome measures  

Usually we have the brief data from scales' differences between finish and start of the trials. However 

in some trials we have only number of participants to finish these trials successfully according to the 

defined outcomes (e.g. in ADHD 30 reduction in ADHD-RS). How the authors will convert different 

outcomes to appropriate numbers? Please make comments on this question.  

Different outcomes can be a source of pharmaceutical marketing bias (e.g. favourite research for 

some companies). With careful considerations before research the authors can reduce these type of 

bias.  

We will select our primary outcome as a continuous outcome because this provides more consistency 

across trials. Response or remission are inconsistently defined across trials, and when a cut point or a 

particular level of improvement on a continuous scale is used, is correlated with the continuous 

outcome. Thus, we will not analyze binary outcomes (response/remission) in this network meta-

analysis.  
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If the authors will include the 3 different results from the same trials, 'trials bias' should be calculated 

and discussed in the discussion (e.g. placebo patients are the same in all 3 different results).  

If two different scales were used in the same trial, which scale the authors will use in the network 

meta-analysis. Please specify.  

We have developed a hierarchy of anxiety rating scales based on psychometric properties and 

frequency for use with anxiety disorders in children and adolescents (Please see the table 1). Then, if 

more than two scales were used in the same trial, we will extract data from only one measure, on the 

basis of this hierarchy of anxiety rating scales. Because the measure outcomes are from different 

scales, the standardized mean differences (SMDs) will be used as a measure of effect size.  

 

Page 9/21. Lines number 9-16: Treatment acceptability.  

Please clarify the secondary outcome in this meta-analysis (acceptability). The authors said 'the 

proportion of patients who discontinued treatment up to the post intervention time point' was used for 

acceptability in this paper. There is no clear if the authors mean until the end of the study or the 

number of patients at the beginning of the study. Usually the second option is chosen (see and mybe 

cite the following paper: J Affect Disord. 2015 Jun 1;178:149-59).  

We have revised the sentence. We mean the proportion of patients who discontinued treatment for 

any reason during the delivery of the acute phase treatment.  

 

Page 9/21. Lines number 16-17: Treatment acceptability.  

In this part of the manuscript the authors said 'that but clinicians might intuitively associate the word 

acceptability more with tolerability than with efficacy'. This is true, however treatment acceptability is 

usually even more connected with treatment efficacy than tolerability (please see the meta-analysis 

published in The Lancet: Lancet. 2013 Sep 14;382(9896):951-62.) Consequently the authors can add 

an extra sentence according to this paper. The another example is bupropione in ADHD treatment in 

child and adolescents where the treatment acceptability is very low, because very low efficacy 

(SMD=0,3; NNT= more than 10; J Affect Disord. 2015 Jun 1;178:149-59). This is very important aim 

for this meta-analysis(second aim) 'to show clinicians connection between acceptability and efficacy in 

the treatment of anxiety disorders, because often wrong interpretation in clinical practice'...  

We agree with your view. We have added more clarification in the acceptability and the relative 

reference.  

 

Studies where it was not clear what happened to the patients who withdrew from the study were also 

excluded? Please clarify this important issue and add an additional text to the manuscript.  

No, we will not exclude these studies. The acceptability will be defined as the patients who 

discontinued treatment for any reason, including the patients who withdrew from the study with 

unknown reasons, during the acute phase treatment.  

 

Search strategy  

Did the authors make searching of the meta-analyses from this topic? Please make comments on this 

topic and add the possible relative references. Usually this is very useful tool, because the 

researchers can make an upgrade on previous research (e.g. new research as an upgrade on old 

results). This is very important in the field of the network meta-analysis, because the new trials are 

now available.  

First, we will systematically search the electronic databases and international trial registers. Then, we 

will search reference lists of initial included trials and relevant meta-analyses or systematic review 

papers to obtain additional relevant studies. Finally, we will check the data with these previous relative 

meta-analyses. Accordingly, we have added the references to relevant meta-analyses and systematic 

reviews to the text.  

 

Study selection and data extraction  
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Selection of trials  

OK. Please use the flow chart form to present appropriate searching strategy.  

We have added it in the text.  

Risk of bias and Quality assessment  

OK. Egger’s plot is another option.  

Egger’s plot is the assessment of publication bias. I will assess the publication bias by funnel plot and 

Egger’s test.  

Data extraction  

I suggest that Table form will be used to show the main trials' characteristics in this meta-analysis.  

We have added it in the text.  

 

Statistical analysis  

No comments  

 

References  

Please check the references again. There are some mistakes (e.g. reference N8# 2007;48:1174–83, 

reference N10# 1994;62:100–10, reference N31# 2000;24:251-278, reference N33# 2008;17:279-

301, reference N49# J Clin Child Psychol 1998;27:156–67, reference N60# BMJ 2005;331:897–900 

…).  

We have checked and revised the mistakes in these references.  

 

 

Reviewer Name John Hunsley  

Institution and Country University of Ottawa, Canada  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

The authors describe plans for a network meta-analysis that has the potential to contribute 

substantially to the research literature on the treatment of anxiety disorders in youth. They make a 

strong case for the need for a network meta-analysis and have proposed to use many state of the 

science procedures for searching the literature and analyzing the resulting data. The main limitation 

with the authors' planned study, as presented in the manuscript, is the uneven level of detail provided 

about many aspects of the protocol. Although some aspects of the search, coding, and analysis are 

described in enough detail for fully understand the researchers' intention, other aspects I found to be 

vague and, at times, confusing. To aid the authors in their efforts I have listed these aspects by the 

page on which they occur.  

 

Page 5. The phrase "delivery formats" is used here to describe a range of variations in treatment. 

Later in the document (page 7) the authors refer to this range as including "formats," "treatment 

conditions," and "modalities." I suggest that these terms be used on page 5.  

To be more consistent in our terminology, we have deleted these terms in Page 7 and called them 

“different delivery formats”.  

 

Page 7. Instead of simply considering whether to include RCTs in which participants had secondary 

diagnoses, I strongly encourage the authors to include such studies. With appropriate coding of this 

information and inclusion as a potential moderator variable, this should enhance the generalizability of 

their results and maximize the number of RCTs used in their analyses.  

We totally agree with your view. We will include these trials with other comorbid psychiatric disorders.  

 

Page 7. The exclusion of RCTs using cognitive bias modification, modeling, and reinforced practice 

raises the question of what exactly will constitute CBT for purposes of the meta-analysis. The authors 

should define precisely how they will operationalize CBT, whether it includes behavior therapy, and 
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how many "techniques" (such as cognitive bias modification) need to be used before the treatment 

would be judged to be CBT.  

We will not exclude the RCTs with cognitive bias modification, modeling, and reinforced practice. We 

operationally define CBT as a combination of BT and CT. Additional CBT skill-building techniques are 

used in many programs by teaching relaxation techniques to cope with environmental stressors, 

providing social skills and resolution training, and teaching general problem-solving. We will also 

include behavior therapy, which is defined as some form of behavioral training and psychoeducation. 

BT programs may provide parents and youths information about anxiety disorder and interventions; 

teach youths to monitor their mood, thoughts and behaviors; and/or include pleasant activity 

scheduling and behavioral activation. Because some previous reviews report that cognitive bias 

modification may have a different effect than CBT treatment, we will view it as an independent node in 

the network analysis.  

 

Page 7. In light of the efforts to disseminate evidence-based techniques and treatments, I suggest the 

authors reconsider how they define treatment as usual (TAU) and how they might use it as a control 

condition. It would not be all that unusual for TAU conditions, in studies in the past decade, to include 

at least some elements of CBT. So, rather than being simply an "unstructured intervention" TAU may 

involve, in some cases, a number of evidence-based elements, especially in the treatment of anxiety 

disorders.  

We agree with the reviewer on this point. “Treatment as usual” will be whatever the usual intervention 

is in the setting where treatment is being studied. We are not able to limit TAU in the way this 

response implies. I think we should acknowledge that in some settings, and for some clinicians, TAU 

may include some elements of evidence based treatments.  

 

 

Page 7. Given the usual definitions of placebos in the literature on psychotherapy research, the 

definition of "regular reviews of mental health symptoms and interventions" seems to me to be only 

partially capturing what most researchers view as placebo therapy conditions. For that reason I 

suggest the authors reconsider how this is defined and coded for the meta-analysis.  

We have re-defined the psychological placebo. PBO is a control condition which is regarded as 

inactive on improving anxiety symptoms by the researchers, but involving time spent with the 

participants, such as regular reviews of mental health symptoms and interventions, supportive 

counseling, problem discussions, and psychodrama.  

 

Page 8. The way in which the primary and secondary outcomes are described gives the impression 

that within-group group scores, rather than between-groups comparisons, will be used at both post-

treatment and follow-up points. I assume that this is an error but, if it is not, then the authors need a 

fuller rationale for this in light of the emphasis on using RCTs and calculating SMD values.  

We have re-written the definition and calculated method of SMD values in the text. (In the type of 

outcome measures)  

 

Pages 8-9. It was not clear to me how the authors will deal with using data from multiple measures in 

a single study. From the previous work of some of the authors I assume that an appropriate decision-

tree will be followed, but it would be helpful to have the details reported in the manuscript. Relatedly, I 

strongly suggest that, in their analyses, the authors distinguish between data obtained from self-

report, parent/teacher report, and clinician report. As the focus of the meta-analysis is on internalizing 

problems/disorders, there are likely to be substantial differences in reports across informants.  

We have developed a hierarchy of anxiety rating scales based on psychometric properties and 

frequency for use with anxiety disorders in children and adolescents (Please see Table 1).  

We will also include the source of outcome information (self, parent, teacher, etc.) as a moderator in 

the subgroup analyses.  
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Page 9. I appreciate the authors explaining their use of the term acceptability as it applies to 

discontinuation/premature termination. However, I would encourage them to expand their discussion 

a bit further to explicitly indicate that acceptability will be influenced by the views and concerns of the 

youth and/or their parents.  

We have explained more clearly the implication of the acceptability.  

 

Page 10. The authors provide a very thorough search strategy. To be consistent with the general level 

of detail provided, I suggest (a) information be provided on what journals will be included in the hand 

search of "major psychiatric and medical journals" (parenthetically, shouldn't this also include "major" 

psychology journals that publish treatment results?) and (b) what constitutes a "relevant author."  

We have added the information on the major psychiatry and psychology journals. We also stated that 

the relevant authors include some authors of included trials and of some important evidence-based 

papers.  

 

Page 11. It would be good to report the statistic that will be used to calculate inter-coder reliability.  

Thank you.  

 

As a final matter, I encourage the authors to closely edit the manuscript, as there are a number of 

grammatical and punctuation errors. Relatedly, on page 4 the term efficacy should replace 

effectiveness and on page 9 the description of the CGAS and the SDS should be on functional 

improvement.  

Thanks for your patience. We have revised these two errors. Then we will check the grammatical and 

punctuation errors in all text. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Matej Stuhec, Pharm.D, Ph.D. 
 
Department for Clinical Pharmacy, Psychiatric Hospital Ormoz, 
Ormoz, Slovenia, European Union.  
 
School of Pharmacy, Department of Biopharmacy and 
Pharmacokinetics, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, European 
Union. 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have reviewed the manuscript again. The authors made many 
suggested corrections and this revision has been made carefully and 
almost all suggestions/remarks were accepted by authors. The 
paper is accurate and easy to read, data are appropriately presented 
and analysed: nevertheless, a few minor points could be considered 
in order to improve the paper.  
 
 
1) TITLE OK  
2) ABSTRACT  
 
Methods and analysis: I suggest to put the defined time of included 
trials in this manuscript (January 1, 1966-January 30, 2015).  
 
3) INTRODUCTION  
Page 27/54  
Lines 24–31 and references 24 and 25  
It would be nice if the authors would add the effect sizes or specify 
category of cited meta-analyses (small, moderate, big effect size 
according to the SMDs). These numbers are very important for 
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clinicians in the field of choosing the more appropriate treatment 
strategy.  
Page 27/54  
Line 28  
A word non-completion … Please reword to discontinuation or even 
withdrawal.  
 
3) METHODS  
Page 32/54  
Lines 18,19.  
The authors were added only one suggested reference (N#52). 
Please add also another one, which was suggested J Affect Disord. 
2015 Jun 1;178:149-59 (it would be the rederence 53).  
In this sentence please reword the word: meta-analysese to meta-
analyses. 

 

REVIEWER John Hunsley 
University of Ottawa, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors were very responsive to feedback on the previous 
version of this manuscript, and this has helped to clarify a number of 
points in their planned study. The planned study definitely has the 
potential to add important information to the literature, but there 
remain several points that require clarification so that readers will be 
able to fully understand the planned study.  
 
Page 6. In describing how they will determine which time point for 
data extraction purposes, the authors stated that, if a trial goes to 20 
sessions, they will use the data from close to the 12 week 
assessment point. Such a decision certainly requires some 
justification. If multiple assessment points are available in a study, 
surely the most appropriate choice would be to use the data from 
whatever time point the original researchers defined as being "post-
treatment" and then using number of sessions in the moderator 
analyses.  
 
Page 7. Why are PTSD, OCD, and specific phobias not included in 
the meta-analysis? Leaving aside the DSM-5 reclassification of 
PTSD and OCD, almost all of the research trials on these conditions 
have been based on the disorders being anxiety disorders. Some 
explanation of this decision is required, especially in light of the 
decision reported on page 10 to include "combat disorders" as one 
of the search terms.  
 
Page 7. In their letter describing the modifications to the manuscript, 
the authors indicated that they will include trials in which psychiatric 
comorbidity is present. This needs to be reflected in the text, as it 
still indicates that they will consider whether to include these trials.  
 
Page 11. Some discussion is required for how multiple publications 
from the same data set will be handled in the selection of studies for 
the meta-analysis.  
 
Finally, there continue to be a number of typos and grammatical 
errors. For example:  
Page 4. The phrase "and are associated with later adult 
psychopathology" appears twice in a sentence.  
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Page 4. The authors state that there are "no specific guidelines 
recommending psychotherapy" whereas on the next page they 
indicate that there are only few such guidelines. The inconsistency 
needs to be corrected, and the page 5 statement is the correct one 
(e.g., NICE guideline for treatment of social anxiety disorder in 
youth).  
Page 8. I don't know what the following sentence means: "Studies 
reporting change scores provided endpoint minus baseline scores 
for two groups."  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer Name Matej Stuhec, Pharm.D, Ph.D. 1,2  

Institution and Country 1 Department for Clinical Pharmacy, Psychiatric Hospital Ormoz, Ormoz, 

Slovenia, European Union.  

2 School of Pharmacy, Department of Biopharmacy and Pharmacokinetics, University of Ljubljana, 

Slovenia, European Union.  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

I have reviewed the manuscript again. The authors made many suggested corrections and this 

revision has been made carefully and almost all suggestions/remarks were accepted by authors. The 

paper is accurate and easy to read, data are appropriately presented and analysed: nevertheless, a 

few minor points could be considered in order to improve the paper.  

1) TITLE OK  

2) ABSTRACT  

Methods and analysis: I suggest to put the defined time of included trials in this manuscript (January 

1, 1966-January 30, 2015).  

Re: We have revised it.  

 

3) INTRODUCTION  

Page 27/54  

Lines 24–31 and references 24 and 25  

It would be nice if the authors would add the effect sizes or specify category of cited meta-analyses 

(small, moderate, big effect size according to the SMDs). These numbers are very important for 

clinicians in the field of choosing the more appropriate treatment strategy.  

Re: We have added the value of SMD.  

 

Page 27/54  

Line 28  

A word non-completion … Please reword to discontinuation or even withdrawal.  

Re: We have reword ‘non-completion’ as ‘discontinuation’.  

 

4) METHODS  

Page 32/54  

Lines 18,19.  

The authors were added only one suggested reference (N#52). Please add also another one, which 

was suggested J Affect Disord. 2015 Jun 1;178:149-59 (it would be the rederence 53).  

In this sentence please reword the word: meta-analysese to meta-analyses.  
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Re: We have added the reference and reword the word.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer Name John Hunsley  

Institution and Country University of Ottawa, Canada  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

The authors were very responsive to feedback on the previous version of this manuscript, and this 

has helped to clarify a number of points in their planned study. The planned study definitely has the 

potential to add important information to the literature, but there remain several points that require 

clarification so that readers will be able to fully understand the planned study.  

 

Page 6. In describing how they will determine which time point for data extraction purposes, the 

authors stated that, if a trial goes to 20 sessions, they will use the data from close to the 12 week 

assessment point. Such a decision certainly requires some justification. If multiple assessment points 

are available in a study, surely the most appropriate choice would be to use the data from whatever 

time point the original researchers defined as being "post-treatment" and then using number of 

sessions in the moderator analyses.  

Re: We agree with your suggestions. We will take the author's end point and use the length of time 

(LOT) and the number of sessions as moderators in the analysis. However, to decrease the 

inconsistent in this network meta-analysis, we will exclude trials that the duration of treatment was 

less than 6 weeks, and trials that the number of sessions less than 6 sessions.  

 

Page 7. Why are PTSD, OCD, and specific phobias not included in the meta-analysis? Leaving aside 

the DSM-5 reclassification of PTSD and OCD, almost all of the research trials on these conditions 

have been based on the disorders being anxiety disorders. Some explanation of this decision is 

required, especially in light of the decision reported on page 10 to include "combat disorders" as one 

of the search terms.  

Re: We will redefine that anxiety disorder include Separation Anxiety Disorder, Selective Mutism, 

Specific Phobia, Social Anxiety Disorder (Social Phobia), Panic Disorder, Agoraphobia, Generalized 

Anxiety Disorder, Panic Attack Specifier, according to DMS-5. Thus, we will not the PTSD and OCD in 

this network meta-analysis, but will conduct another network meta-analyses about PTSD and OCD for 

children and adolescents, respectively. Where studies include mixed disorders, we will also exclude 

trials involving more than 20% patients with diagnosis of PTSD and/or OCD in this network meta-

analysis. Accordingly, we have revised the search terms.  

 

 

Page 7. In their letter describing the modifications to the manuscript, the authors indicated that they 

will include trials in which psychiatric comorbidity is present. This needs to be reflected in the text, as 

it still indicates that they will consider whether to include these trials.  

Re: In the METHODS- Criteria for included studies-Types of participants, we had stated that “We will 

also consider including trials in which participants have a secondary diagnosis of comorbid general 

psychiatric disorders, e.g., major depression, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD)”.  

 

Page 11. Some discussion is required for how multiple publications from the same data set will be 

handled in the selection of studies for the meta-analysis.  

 

Re: We have added the discussions in the METHODS- Study selection and data extraction- Selection 

of trials. When multiple publications are from the same data set, we will select the trial with the most 

complete data.  
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Finally, there continue to be a number of typos and grammatical errors. For example:  

Page 4. The phrase "and are associated with later adult psychopathology" appears twice in a 

sentence.  

Page 4. The authors state that there are "no specific guidelines recommending psychotherapy" 

whereas on the next page they indicate that there are only few such guidelines. The inconsistency 

needs to be corrected, and the page 5 statement is the correct one (e.g., NICE guideline for treatment 

of social anxiety disorder in youth).  

Re: Thank you. We have revised the inconsistency.  

 

Page 8. I don't know what the following sentence means: "Studies reporting change scores provided 

endpoint minus baseline scores for two groups  

Re: We have revised the sentence with “The mean change scores equals endpoint minus baseline 

scores for two groups”. 
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